Interview (Talking about the Future)

(Use “going to” in the questions)

1. What/you/do tonight?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

2. What time/you/go to bed?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

3. What/you/not/do/after school?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

4. What time/you/come to school/tomorrow?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

5. When/you/do/your homework?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

6. you/wake up/early or late/tomorrow?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

7. you/come to class/on time or late/tomorrow?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

ASK THE NEXT QUESTIONS WITH “GOING TO” BUT USE “MIGHT” IN THE ANSWERS

8. What/do/this weekend?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

9. What/do/spring break?
   answer: ____________________________________ name: ________________________

10. What/do/next quarter?
    answer:____________________________________ name:_________________________